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ABSTRACT

It’s widely appreciated that liquid–liquid phase sepa-
ration (LLPS) underlies the formation of membrane-
less organelles, which function to concentrate pro-
teins and nucleic acids. In the past few decades, ma-
jor efforts have been devoted to identify the phase
separation associated proteins and elucidate their
functions. To better utilize the knowledge dispersed
in published literature, we developed PhaSepDB
(http://db.phasep.pro/), a manually curated database
of phase separation associated proteins. Currently,
PhaSepDB includes 2914 non-redundant proteins lo-
calized in different organelles curated from pub-
lished literature and database. PhaSepDB provides
protein summary, publication reference and se-
quence features of phase separation associated pro-
teins. The sequence features which reflect the LLPS
behavior are also available for other human protein
candidates. The online database provides a conve-
nient interface for the research community to eas-
ily browse, search and download phase separation
associated proteins. As a centralized resource, we
believe PhaSepDB will facilitate the future study of
phase separation.

INTRODUCTION

The densely packed eukaryotic cellular interior is comprised
of numerous compartments or organelles. These compart-
ments enable spatiotemporal control over biological ma-
terials, metabolic reactions and signaling pathways. Clas-

sic compartments bounded by surrounding lipid bilayer
membranes include the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi ap-
paratus, mitochondrion etc. However, many compartments
lacking membranes are widely distributed in essentially all
eukaryotic cells. They are micron-scale supramolecular as-
semblies of proteins, nucleic acids and other molecular com-
ponents. These include the nucleolus, Cajal body, PML
bodies in the nucleus, and stress granules (SGs), process-
ing bodies (P-bodies) in the cytoplasm (1). Recent studies
show that these membraneless compartments exhibit simi-
lar liquid-like characteristics despite their distinct compo-
sition, location and functions (2–5). It’s widely appreciated
that membraneless compartments form through the liquid–
liquid phase separation (LLPS) process, a phenomenon in
which a supersaturated solution of components separates
into stably coexisting dense phase and dilute phase (6).

Membraneless compartments are often enriched with
multivalent molecules that can form networks of interac-
tions to promote phase separation (7). Such molecules in-
clude proteins with linear repeats of modular interaction
domains. For example, in the T cell receptor signal trans-
duction system, pLAT2-Grb2 forms condensates via multi-
ple SH3-PRM interactions (8). Proteins containing a large
fraction of intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), which
lack defined 3D structure but often harbor repetitive se-
quences and low-complexity sequence regions (LCRs), rep-
resent another way to mediate multivalent interactions.
Many IDR-containing proteins can undergo phase separa-
tion in vitro and localize in specific membraneless compart-
ments in vivo, such as pgl-1, pgl-3 and laf-1 in P granules (4)
and Nsp1 in nuclear pore complex (9). Especially, known
RNA-binding proteins like FUS, hnRNPA1, hnRNPA2,
TDP-43 contain prion-like domains (PrLDs), one of the
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most common types of LCRs, are frequently involved in
phase separation (10–12). The combinations amongst these
multivalent interactions between IDRs, modular domains
and linear motifs regulate the formation and heterogeneity
of assemblies, leading to structural and dynamic continuum
from liquid to gel and solid state (6,13). Such heterogeneity
could be a general principle underlying protein phase tran-
sitions. As a known example, various concentration of pro-
tein FUS can span the entire range of material state in vitro
(14). In fact, some membraneless organelles harbor com-
plex topologies with various states of subcompartments.
For example, SGs was shown to contain non-liquid cores,
suggesting a complex internal organization, which may be
true for other membraneless organelles (15,16).

Membraneless compartments driven via LLPS and asso-
ciated proteins are being identified rapidly, providing new
insights into various cellular processes, as well as disease
generation. For instance, HP1� mediates heterochromatin
domain formation and maturation via phase separation
(17,18). Sabari et al. suggest coactivators BRD4 and MED1
form phase separation droplets at super-enhancers and reg-
ulate gene expression (19). The aberrant liquid-solid phase
transition of FUS in vivo reveals that aging diseases re-
sulting from amyloidosis like amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS) may arise from disability to maintain liquid phase
homeostasis (14).

Despite growing interest in the area, there is a lack of cen-
tralized resources gathering related research from the dis-
persed literature. Catarina et al. (20) constructed a database
of stress granule, but it doesn’t include other membrane-
less organelles. Hence, we have built PhaSepDB, a novel
database that aims to provide a comprehensive map of
LLPS associated proteins. A total of 2914 non-redundant
LLPS related proteins located in different membraneless
organelles were included in PhaSepDB after two rounds
of manual curation from publications and public database.
Also, sequence feature analysis of these proteins and all
other human proteins is available. Our PhaSepDB database
provides an convenient interface that helps users to browse,
retrieve and download LLPS related proteins.

DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSING

PhaSepDB is constructed based on the curated in-
formation derived from published literature after two
rounds of manual verification (Figure 1A). The data
sources can be classified into three groups: (i) Reviewed.
Using keywords ‘((phase transition[Title/Abstract]
OR phase separation[Title/Abstract] OR membrane-
less organelles[Title/Abstract] OR biomolecular
condensates[Title/Abstract]) AND protein) AND
cell’, 2763 publications from 1 January 2000 to 30
June 2019 were extracted from NCBI PubMed. We then
manually rechecked the abstracts to obtain relevant publi-
cations that describe membraneless organelles and related
proteins. By examining the full text of these publications,
we extracted information of phase separation associated
proteins that were verified by experiments, including re-
constituting an LLPS assembly of purified components in
vitro, fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
assay in vitro or in cell, droplets formation examined by

immunofluorescence with fluorescent marker in cell. (ii)
UniProt reviewed. Some known membraneless organelles
such as P-body have been investigated long before the emer-
gence of the concept that LLPS underlies membraneless
organelle formation. The UniProt protein knowledgebase
(21) includes subcellular annotations of proteins localized
in several membraneless compartments (a): PML body,
nuclear speckle, Cajal body, GEM, nucleolus, nuclear pore
complex, SGs, P-body and postsynaptic density. For these
proteins, we collected the annotations with supporting
literature and re-examine the original articles based on
the criteria the same as the Reviewed part. Generally, the
membraneless organelles localization of these proteins was
mostly verified by in cell immunofluorescence experiments
in which the protein showed colocalization with known
markers of corresponding membraneless organelles or
specific droplets patterns. It should be noted that the
localization into specific membraneless organelle can
be considered as LLPS related rather than direct LLPS
behavior, which need more examination (7). (b) High-
throughput. Phase separation associated compartments or
proteins can be identified with a high-throughput method.
We collected the research that utilized high throughput
experiments during the literature search of Reviewed
data. Then we further summarized different experiments
into different types namely: (a) Organelle purification.
The membraneless organelles can be isolated of purified
and the components can be identified by coupled mass
spectrometry (MS). For example, Hubstenberger et al.
purified P-bodies using a fluorescence-activated particle
sorting (FAPS) method and conduct MS. In this approach,
they identified 125 proteins as significantly enriched in
P-bodies (22); (b) Proximity labeling. In this approach, the
proteins close to the marker of membranless organelles
are labelled by chemical reactions and further identified.
Markmiller et al. used ascorbate peroxidase (APEX)
proximity labeling MS to identify SGs components (23); (c)
Immunofluorescence image-based screen. The components
of LLPS compartments display as droplets with higher
fluorescence intensity compared to the background. LLPS
related proteins can be identified via IF-image based
method in a high throughput way. A systematic study
targeted more than 1300 genes with siRNAs and imaged
thousands of single cells to screen for regulatory genes
that perturbed membraneless organelles (24); (d) Affinity
purification. The proteins in membraneless organelles can
be identified via the affinity with the known markers of
the organelle. DDX6 as a unique marker of P-body, was
utilized in tandem-affinity purification coupled to MS to
identified DDX6-related P-body components (25).

During the curation process, we sought to collect as much
useful information as possible, that is, original support-
ing sentences, organelle location, mutation/disease, verify-
ing experiments, regulatory role, protein material state and
corresponding cell lines or tissues. For example, Dao et al.
show that UBQLN2, an ALS associated RNA-binding pro-
tein, colocalizes with SGs under stress conditions in vivo
(in U2OS cells), and undergoes LLPS in vitro, forming liq-
uid droplets. Using biophysical techniques including NMR,
they demonstrate that the STI1-II, Pxx and UBA domains
are obligatory to its LLPS behavior (26). Thus, organelle
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Figure 1. Overview of phase associated proteins collection, annotation and PhaSepDB features. (A) The workflow of the construction of PhaSepDB
database (B) An example of easily interpreted per-residue plot.

location, disease, liquid material state and cell line informa-
tion were recorded in our data. It should be noted that the
material state of the proteins can be dynamic according the
different experiment conditions.

The molecular properties of proteins are essential to un-
derstand their potential phase behavior. The patterning of
IDRs, interaction domains and sequences connecting struc-
tured domains fine-tune the protein’s phase behavior. Disor-
der prediction tools such as PONDR series (27–30) and ES-
pritz (31) are often used to analyze disorder regions. Tools
like PLAAC (32) were developed for the identification of
proteins with prion-like amino acid composition. In addi-
tion, in the studies of natively unfolded or disorder proteins
(33,34), the fraction and distribution of hydrophobic and
charged residues were proposed as a unique feature. They
are typical determinants of physicochemical and conforma-
tional properties, which in turn affect electrostatic interac-
tions (7). Hence, for each protein, we integrated results of
IDR prediction by ESpritz, prion-like sequence prediction
by PLAAC, electrostatic interaction prediction Pi–Pi (35) as
well as charged/hydrophobic residue distribution analysis
by CIDER(36) into an easily interpreted per-residue plot.
The plot also contains four types of post-translational mod-
ifications (PTMs) (37), secondary structure annotations,
domain and compositional bias annotations (Figure 1B).
The detail program parameters and annotation resources
used were listed in Supplementary Table S1. Furthermore,
the components of LLPS compartments display as droplets
with higher fluorescence intensity compared to the back-
ground, which allows distinguishing phase-separated pro-
teins. We therefore attach IF images available in the Human
Protein Atlas (38).

However, despite the rapid growth of phase separation as-
sociated proteins, there are still a large amount of potential
LLPS proteins waiting to be discovered. Therefore, for all
human proteins (UniProt proteome UP000005640 release
2019 06) (21), we also provide the researchers with molec-

ular analysis mentioned above to facilitate potential LLPS
protein identification.

DATABASE CONTENT AND THE WEB INTERFACE

Database content

As of June 2019, PhaSepDB includes 4020 curated records
from 635 publications, in total 2914 non-redundant LLPS
related proteins of several organisms (Figure 2A). The re-
viewed and UniProt reviewed data accounts for approxi-
mately one fourth of the collection, including more than 30
different membraneless organelles, represented by nucleo-
lus, nucleus speckles, P-bodies etc. (Figure 2B and C).

As we mentioned above, the phase behavior is determined
by the molecular properties to some extent. To see if pro-
teins localized in different membraneless organelle harbor
different molecular properties, we analysed human proteins
in eight membraneless organelles that contain more than 20
proteins (in reviewed and UniProt reviewed data) as well
as proteins that were not associated with any known or-
ganelles (Figure 2D and E). In addition, a systematic re-
view discussed the prevalence of intrinsic disorder in pro-
teins associated with membrane-less organelles and its func-
tional role, using a list of more than 4000 human proteins
mostly retrieved from QuickGO tool (https://www.ebi.ac.
uk/QuickGO) as well as literature search (39). We also com-
pared the list with the proteins curated in PhaSepDB (Sup-
plementary Figure S1). The results suggested that proteins
in reviewed data contained more IDRs content than those
curated from other sources. There were more proteins that
verified to be able to form LLPS droplets in vitro in the
reviewed data, suggesting their potential to possess more
IDRs (Figure 2D). Another possible reason is that in indi-
vidual LLPS study, proteins with more IDRs are preferably
chosen by researchers to carry on further study, causing the
observed bias. Furthermore, compared with proteins with
unknown organelle localization and average level, proteins

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO
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Figure 2. PhaSepDB content. (A–C) Data statistics of PhaSepDB. (A) Organism distribution; (B) data source distribution and (C) membraneless organelles
localization distribution in reviewed data. (D and E) Molecular properties of proteins in eight membraneless organelle. ‘Unknown’ refers to proteins that
were not associated with any known organelles. ‘All proteins’ refers to all proteins analyzed in the plot. (D) IDR percentage was extracted from MobiDB
database (40) and hydropathy (E) were calculated using CIDER (36).

in nucleus speckles contain a relative high proportion of
IDRs, which was in consistent with previous analysis (39).
In contrast, proteins in P-body and PML body contain a
relative low proportion of IDRs. In terms of hydropathy,
small difference between data sources and membraneless
organelles were observed (Figure 2E).

Further work

The principle future aim is to include more LLPS related
proteins as the field is developing rapidly. Another aim is to
add more useful annotations that may help biological study.
For example, some specific residue mutations were respon-
sible for the protein’s material state change, such as the dis-
ease mutation of FUS accelerated its liquid-to-solid transi-
tion (14). We noted such information in the curated data for
some proteins. More annotations will be added and disease
related datasets can be integrated in the future.

Web interface

A freely available and fully functional website has been
developed to access the collection (http://db.phasep.pro/).
The website interface comprises six sections: ‘Home’, ‘Data
Sources’, ‘Search’, ‘Help’, ‘Download’, ‘Contact’. From the
‘Home’ page, advanced search by gene symbol, UniProt
ID or subcellular location is provided, together with data
source drag-down options. A user-friendly graphical navi-
gation is provided to browse through LLPS proteins based

on specific membraneless body location upon click (Fig-
ure 3A). The data sources are described in detail in the
‘Data sources’ page, in which users can click to browse
the proteins from the specific data sources. The query
results are presented as a responsible table, which con-
tains the basic information of proteins, including UniProt
ID, gene symbol, supporting publication, IDR percent-
age, subcellular/membraneless body location and curation
source. The ID or symbol can be clicked to navigate to the
protein detail page, which includes a protein summary, ref-
erences and protein properties (Figure 3B). The publication
from which the protein is extracted is shown together with,
when available, related original sentences, the research’s ex-
periment and used cell lines. The sequence analysis results
and protein IF image are presented below the reference sec-
tion. PhaSepDB provides protein summary and properties
sections for not only curated proteins but also all other hu-
man proteins without supporting evidence. A detailed tuto-
rial for the usage of the database can be found on the ‘Help’
page.

Database implementation

The data is stored in a SQLite v3.24.0 (https://www.sqlite.
org/) database engine. The web framework is constructed
based on Django v2.1.3 (https://www.djangoproject.com/)
running on CentOS Linux operating system. We have tested
it in Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge and

http://db.phasep.pro/
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Figure 3. An illustration of PhaSepDB. (A) Screenshot of the main page. A user can query the database by gene symbol, UniProt entry or cellular location
via the quick search panel. The graphical navigation provides a membraneless organelle view of the data. A user can mouseover the specific body to see the
number of records and click to browse. (B) The protein detail page. The detail page contains protein summary, reference, sequence analysis and IF image.

Apple Safari browsers. The PhaSepDB database is freely
available to the research community online at http://db.
phasep.pro/.

CONCLUSION

The emergence of the concept that LLPS underlies cellu-
lar compartmentalization formation has expanded our un-
derstanding of cell biology and motivated tremendous work
to delineate the function of these membraneless organelles.
Systemic identification and study of phase separation re-
lated proteins and membraneless organelles are urgently
needed. Innovative bioinformatic approaches will speed up
the process to thoroughly understand phase separation. The
PhaSepDB database is the first comprehensive database of
phase separation related proteins. Based on manual cura-
tion from >600 publications, it integrates more than 2900
phase separation associated proteins. Moreover, it provides
a useful sequence analysis of each LLPS protein as well as
candidates. The database and website will be periodically
updated according to new research on phase separation. We
believe that as a data resource, it will benefit not only the tra-
ditional molecular biology research but also the progression
of promising computational approaches.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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